The purpose of this study is to explore the aesthetical features of corporate recruitment websites, including the website design, style, and color, and to investigate their impact on organizational attractiveness and applicants' intention to apply. By doing so, the study also examines the effects of corporate websites on applicants' perception of the corporate culture and measures the mediating impact of perceptions of organizational culture on organizational attractiveness and applicants' intention to apply for the jobs in the context of Pakistan. The study is based on a laboratory experiment with three hundred undergraduate business students conducted at a university computer lab. Correlation, Independent T-test, One-way ANOVA, and Simple Linear Regression were applied to analyze variables using SPSS. The findings of this study support the hypothesis that website features have a significant positive impact on applicants' perceived organizational attractiveness. However, the website's design does not seem to impact applicants' intentions to apply for the job substantially. The regression analysis results also revealed that the perceived organizational culture partially mediates the relationship between website features and organizational attractiveness and fully mediates the relationship between website features and intentions to Apply.
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properties are the two key aspects of distinguished importance. Customized information refers to the information tailored to individual job seekers in response to the information they initially provide about themselves and is consistent with the move toward customization that the marketing field has begun to embrace and calls to examine customized recruitment. Aesthetic aspects refer to features such as fonts, pictures, colors, Web page design features, etc., that can be incorporated into the job advertisement and the recruitment process (Banerjee & Gupta, 2019).

The current study explores the aesthetics features, including the website design, style, and color and their impact on organizational attractiveness and applicants' intention to apply. It investigates the effects of corporate websites on applicants' perception of the corporate culture. It examines the impact of positive or negative perceptions of organizational culture on organizational attractiveness and applicants' intention to apply for vacant positions in Pakistan.

In the process, from the first advertisement encounter until the final decision to apply for the position, the formation of perception is very crucial. Signaling theory plays an important role in shaping applicants' behavior in the whole process (Chang & Chin, 2018). It recommends that applicants depict assumptions about the organization based on peripheral cues gained from its website in the absence of other information about an organization. It mainly happens because applicants assume that these indications are representative of the whole organization.

Despite the increasing importance of internet recruitment and the recent research efforts, there remains a fundamental gap in the e-recruitment literature. Previous studies have largely examined the correlation among various recruitment websites features. However, only a few studies have empirically tested the relationship between individuals' impressions of the organization and its recruitment website content and underlying features (Ageeva, Foroudi, Melewar, Nguyen, & Dennis, 2020). Also, most of the research is based only in developed countries, ignoring developing countries such as Pakistan. The practice of online recruitment is also becoming widely common and is being accepted in the culture of Pakistan. Despite the widespread growth, only little has been known about the websites' influence on the recruitment outcomes, calling for attention in this field. Therefore, this research actively tries to reduce that gap by empirically determining the applicant's behavioral effects on various website design features. Also, this study will be the addition to the field of recruitment literature in the developing regions as the basis of the internet usage framework varies from the developed nations. The experimental design method is used to achieve the objectives of this study. For this purpose, undergraduate students are approached randomly and asked to participate in the experiment organized in a university computer laboratory to participate in the investigation.

This research intends to examine the change in the perceptions of the applicant regarding the organization after visiting the respective organization's recruitment website by using an experimental design method. The study also tries to fill the existing gap in the literature in online recruitment and tries to extend the research from developed nations to developing countries. It also explores the effect of website design, style, and color features on the job seekers' perception of the recruiting organization's culture, job pursuit intentions, and organizational attractiveness.

2. Literature Review
2.1. Website Features

Internet recruitment has many advantages over traditional recruitment methods both for the organization and the applicants. Due to its benefits, most organizations preferably use online recruitment to deliver information to prospective applicants (Ali, Sheikh, & Latif, 2021). Research in the past has focused on traditional recruitment methods. However, very little research has focused on the new web-based recruitment programs and, in particular, the design features of the websites that will directly affect the potential workforce of a company.
Cober, Brown, Keeping, and Levy (2004) have argued that technological advancements and innovations in website development potentially impact the recruitment process. They propose a conceptual model for job seekers’ attractiveness and their reaction to applying website features such as aesthetics and playfulness using various propositions from previous literature. They believe a higher degree of aesthetics and playfulness leads to the potential applicants’ more favorable initial effective reaction. The affective reaction is the initial spontaneous reaction evoked by the website's various features. Along with the other system features of the website, the initial affective behavior then plays a significant role in forming perceptions. Perception of usability and sentimental reactions work through two key mediating constructs, job seeker search behavior and website attitude, to predict applicant attraction. Further, the research also proposes that the corporate employment websites also serve as a tool for evaluating the person's organizational fit, affecting the individual's decision or intention to apply.

Phillip W Braddy, Meade, and Kroustalis (2006) find the impact of website design features and content on the impressions of job seekers regarding the organizational culture. They argue that professional recruitment websites provide the applicants with more diverse information, including related to the job and overall corporate culture, compared to traditional recruitment, which gives only specific information about just job descriptions. The third-party recruitment websites and job boards are also very specific in providing only job-related information. In contrast, professional organizational websites are identified as diverse sources of information regarding the corporate culture and values.

Phillip W Braddy, Thompson, Wuensch, and Grossnickle (2003) study the effect of two website design features as navigational simplicity and text formatting on the prospective applicant evaluation of the recruitment advertisement and the hiring company regarding their culture and overall image. The additional research proves only the medium-level effect of these two design features on perception building and organizational attractiveness. Further, the results also show that the beauty of the web page affected respondents' perceptions of quality.

The organizations' recruitment image is the most important feature for internet-based recruitments. Therefore, it is more important to design the website to show a better recruitment image of the company. The recruitment image is followed by the next most important characteristic, i.e., web design and physical features. The feature of websites differentiates traditional methods of recruitments through job advertisements, brochures, and even websites with textual data (Coyle & Thorson, 2001). These features provide users with even richer experiences while walking through the website.

Website success is significantly associated with navigation-related matters, downloads, and content response time (Agarwal & Venkatesh, 2002). According to web credibility research from Stanford, 75% of users admit to making judgments about a company's credibility based on their website's design (Thompson, Braddy, & Wuensch, 2008).

The website style is defined as the overall patterns for graphics and other content to make the overall outlook more attractive and catchier. In this digital era of rapid communication and technological breakthroughs, professional recruitment websites have become the primary source of getting the required information for potential candidates. However, it also works the other way around. Therefore, the organizations need to be more proactive in managing and successfully upgrading the website features and style as per the needs of applicants. The literature suggests a strong relationship between websites' quality, style, content, and potential applicants' attraction and interest. It also enhances the chances for job-seekers to apply for various job positions. In addition, the consumer literature suggests a strong correlation between the aesthetic properties of website design features and job-seekers attitudes, involvement, and intentions (Cober, Brown, Levy, Cober, & Keeping, 2003).

The color appeal is usually defined as the degree to which the various colors used in the website are perceived as pleasing and appropriate. Various design features of the websites have significant impacts on the job seeker's perception formation, the attractiveness of the websites, and the organizational culture. The website color scheme is
also an important determinant for building the website's trust and satisfaction, which can lead to positive perceptions regarding the corporate culture and the attractiveness of the viewer (Cyr, Head, & Larios, 2010).

2.2. Organizational Culture

Phillip W Braddy et al. (2006) study the effect of website content features on the job-seekers perceptions of the organizational culture. Their study examines the impact of website features, including pictures, testimonials, corporate policies, awards, and certificates, on individuals’ perceptions of the corporate culture. They used eight dimensions: innovation, outcome orientation, supportiveness, team orientation, diversity, decisiveness, aggressiveness, and attention to detail. It highlights the importance of transferring the organizational culture information and its effects on the individual's cultural perceptions and preferences and the person-organization (P-O) fit and attractiveness. The culture-specific competitive corporate awards being won by the organization strongly transmit the positive perceptions regarding the cultural characteristics of aggressiveness. Various website design and style features are useful elements in conveying strong cultural dimensions of interest for any prospective applicant. Asking for feedback and reviews regarding these website contents and features can help the organizations to build on the positive aspects, thus enhancing the organizational attractiveness and chances for application as fueled by individuals' enhanced interest.

Researchers have also examined the global corporate websites, the level of standardization being adapted by various organizations worldwide, and the differences that exist due to the organizational culture and values industry differences. It has been found that the content feature incorporated in the website has a major impact on the perceptions regarding the corporate culture (Robbins & Stylianou, 2003). Among the other features and other variables discussed above, the type of communication media selected to interact with applicants also has a key effect on forming the perceptions regarding organizational culture and their intention to apply for the job. The medium that allows two-way communication and feedback is more persuasive in developing perceptions regarding the features and style components that affect organizational culture (Allen, Scotter, & Otondo, 2004).

2.3. Organizational Attractiveness

The technological advancements in this era have accelerated the use of the internet and online technology more rapidly than ever, thus forcing the organizations both at a public and private level to adapt their various practices regarding recruitment and hiring to this technological change. As a result, job seekers' behavior is also affected due to the outlook and the content of recruitment websites. Therefore, researchers have studied the relation between the website content and the resulting attraction and the association between the website content and the user's intention to apply for a certain job position. The two dimensions being used for this purpose are the quality of the website content and its usability. The research proves that these dimensions significantly impact the user's behavior and intention to apply for the job position. It also lowers the voluntary turnover of the new hires. Researchers have recommended that governments move toward e-recruitment by accepting that online job seekers are consumers of employment information rather than mere applicants that need to be screened (Selden & Orenstein, 2011).

According to Mortensen (2011), an online job portal can be made more attractive by including original pictures of the office. Photos of a beautifully decorated, most professional workplace give an accurate perception of the workplace and make it easy for the applicant to decide whether they are willing to apply for this job or move to the next job advertisement. Organizations should add the most relevant and attractive aspects of a career in their online recruitment messages, such as highlighting incentives, bonuses, and fringe benefits. Moreover, choosing the most appropriate colors for the online advertisement makes the advertisement user-friendly. On the other hand, the use of workplace pictures helps the most suitable candidates make a quick decision about the job application.
Organizational attractiveness is primarily affected by the usability features of the websites and the person-organizational fit. It highlights the importance of website navigational features and highlights the usefulness of the information being posted to develop better recruitment websites (Pfieffelmann, Wagner, & Libkuman, 2010).

2.4. Intentions to Apply

Despite the extensive research in online recruitment and selection practices, only little is still known regarding the applicant's behavior and attitude towards online professional recruitment websites. Sylva and Mol (2009) explore various internal and external factors of online recruitment effectiveness. The user-friendliness of the recruitment website and the perceived efficiency in terms of time and efforts required to comprehend a job advertisement are the most important factors that form applicants' perceptions towards the organization and willingness to apply for the job. Also, the various website-related factors that include the perceptions vary based on users' cultural and personal differences. In contrast, savvy internet users consider online recruitment a more valuable and efficient process. In addition, the various HR strategies being mentioned on the corporate websites also play a significant part. They unintentionally affect the applicant's reactions, satisfaction level, and organizational attractiveness. Lastly, it is highly suggested that additional and concise (well directed to the specific determinants) research is much needed in the current area of online recruitment and the website development and the design features.

Attracting the right and competitive talent has remained one of the key challenges for organizations worldwide. The technology acceptance model provides significant insights into the individual behavior towards using the website and online portals. It also explains the various reasons behind the usage of information technology led by intrinsic and extrinsic motivations. Diverse literature and researches have considered the perceived usefulness and enjoyment as the key contributors to the intention and actual use of online websites, the ease of use, and other technical variables. In addition, the perceived organizational culture and attractiveness as led by the website design and content features also play a huge role in the intention to use and apply for various positions when talking specifically about recruitment websites. Also, the applicants are attracted and show interest in the organizations that provide the best P-O fit, which means that the individuals are attracted to the organizations and are more motivated to apply to firms whose organizational culture and values reflect their personality traits. It is also observed that the fit between the characteristics of human resource systems in organizations and individual parts was an important determinant of job acceptance. Therefore, the organizations must be proactive in developing their website's design features and incorporate the various aesthetics and content elements to fulfill what users are looking for in a particular website. (Van der Heijden, 2003).

Schau, Ryan, and Nona (1999) found that positive impressions of a recruiting website's design were associated with intentions to apply to that company. Research conducted by Sivertzen, Nilsen, and Olafsen (2013) suggests that website innovation, application value, and use of social media positively relate to corporate reputation, which is linked to intentions to apply for a job.
2.5. Research Hypotheses

H1: Website features of Website B are perceived to be better than features of Website A.

H2: Organizational culture of website B perceive better than the organizational culture of website A.

H3: Organization B will be perceived to be more attractive than organization A.

H4: Intention to apply for a job in organization B will be higher than those for organization A.

H5: Website features significantly impact applicant perception of organizational culture.

H6: Applicant perception of organizational culture positively and significantly impacts organizational attractiveness.

H7: Website features have a positive and significant impact on intentions to apply.

H8: Applicant perception of organizational culture positively and significantly impacts intentions to apply.

H9: Applicant perception of organizational culture mediates the relationship between Website features and organizational attractiveness.

H10: Applicant perception of organizational culture mediates the relationship between Website features and intentions to apply.

3. Methodology

3.1. Design

The study used the websites of two multinational companies operating in Pakistan for this experiment. Websites were different in features, one website was attractive in design and style, and the second website was simple in parts. The total number of participants was 300, of which 67 percent were males and 33 percent were females. The experiment was held in the university computer lab as there was enough space and active internet service to access the companies' websites online. The websites contained a home page providing a brief introduction of the company and its numerous & diverse subsidies. The website has a career page. Participants visit the career page for different jobs offered in various disciplines like business management, management information systems, Marketing, and Finance. Website 1 is a simple website assigned to Group A. Website 2, which is attractive in features, was assigned to Group B. Questionnaire was presented at the end of the website browsing exercise.

3.2. Data Analysis

A questionnaire designed on the five points Likert Scale was used to achieve the outcomes of this study. The study performed Cronbach Alpha, Correlation Coefficients, One-way ANOVA, T-test, and Simple Linear Regression for data analysis. These tools have been used to know the significant relationship between independent and dependent variables.

3.3. Measurement Instruments

We measured applicants' perception of organizational culture using the five items adapted from O'Reilly III, Chatman, and Caldwell (1991) and measured organizational attractiveness with the three items adapted from Fisher, Ilgen, and Hoyer (1979). We used three items adapted from Aiman-Smith, Bauer, and Cable (2001) to measure participants' intentions to apply.
4. Results

We tested all instruments for reliability using the Cronbach Alpha technique, which showed that all measurement instruments and the corresponding responses were valid: website features (.701), applicant perception of organizational culture (.747), organizational attractiveness (.816), and intention to apply (.702).

Table 1

| Correlation Analysis |
|----------------------|--------|--------|--------|--------|
| WFTR                 | OC     | IA     | OA     |
| Website features     | Pearson Correlation | 1      | .234** | .002   | .212** |
| Sig. (2-tailed)      |        | .000   | .978   | .000   |
| N                    | 300    | 300    | 300    | 300    |
| Organizational culture | Pearson Correlation | .234**| 1      | .122*  | .282** |
| Sig. (2-tailed)      | .000   |        | .035   | .000   |
| N                    | 300    | 300    | 300    | 300    |
| Intention to Apply   | Pearson Correlation | .002  | .122*  | 1      | .284** |
| Sig. (2-tailed)      | .978   | .035   |        | .000   |
| N                    | 300    | 300    | 300    | 300    |
| Organizational Attractiveness | Pearson Correlation | .212**| .282** | .284** | 1      |
| Sig. (2-tailed)      | .000   | .000   | .000   |        |
| N                    | 300    | 300    | 300    | 300    |

**. Correlation is significant at the 0.01 level (2-tailed).
*. Correlation is significant at the 0.05 level (2-tailed).

Table 1 represents the results of the Correlation analysis of website features. The calculation depicts that the website features have a strong and positive relation with applicant perception of organizational culture and organizational attractiveness but have no significant association with intentions to apply. The results of independent T-tests (Appendix 1-4) show that website B features are perceived to be better than features of website A. The Mean value of group B (3.6707) is greater than the Mean value of group A (3.3573), which indicates that features of website B are perceived better than those of website A. Culture of organization B is perceived to be better than the culture of organization A. The Mean value of group B is 3.6147, and the Mean value of group A is 3.4080. Hence, it shows that group B visited a more attractive company website with higher organizational attractiveness than group A. So, we will accept our hypothesis that the corporate culture of website B is better than the organizational culture of website A.

Organization B will be perceived to be more attractive than organization A. The mean value of group B is 3.7289, and group A has 3.3533. Hence, it implies that group B visited a comparatively more attractive company website as it shows higher organizational attractiveness than group A. So, by this result, we will accept the proposed hypothesis that organization B will be perceived more attractive than organization A. Intentions to apply for a job in organization B will be higher as compared to those for organization A. The mean value of group B is 3.8200, and group A has 3.4133. So, by this result, we will accept the proposed hypothesis that the intention to apply for a job in organization B will be higher than those for organization A.

4.1. Analysis of Variance (ANOVA)

One-way ANOVA (Appendix 5) shows that the website features and applicant perception of organizational culture positively and significantly impact organizational attractiveness with a highly significant P-value .000.

The results show that the variable website features have an insignificant impact on intention to apply. Still, the organizational culture has a positive and significant effect on the intention to apply.
Figure 1: Mediation Model

The mediation test (Appendix 6-7) focuses specifically on Hypothesis 9, which assumes that applicant perception of organizational culture mediates the relationship between website features and organizational attractiveness.

The model is a good fit (p= 0.000). The regression coefficients show that a positive association exists between the website features and organizational attractiveness. The results show that website features significantly impact organizational attractiveness with α value within the acceptable range. Organizational culture partially mediates the relationship between website features and organizational attractiveness significantly with a p-value of 0.000.

The perception of organizational culture and website features is illustrated with organizational attractiveness. The model of R-Square regarding website features and applicant perception of corporate culture indicates that the organizational culture and website features are explained through intentions to apply.

The model illustrates that organizations can only achieve applicants' intentions to apply with the help of applicant perception of organizational culture. However, the direct effect of the website features on intentions to apply for the job is found insignificant. Applicant perception of organizational culture mediates the relationship between the variables website features and intentions to apply significantly; hence, full mediation exists with β value and p-value within acceptable limits in this model.

5. Discussions and Conclusion

Organizations are increasingly adopting online recruitment channels in the age of industry 4.0. The traditional ways of recruitment are fading out. Companies are now increasingly relying on corporate websites, social media platforms, and online job boards in a quest to add value to human organizational capital. Research in the past has extensively focused on traditional recruitment techniques, whereas the outcomes of online recruitment have rarely been the focus of academic research in the business context. Against this backdrop, this study intends to provide practical implications for recruiters in the context of Pakistan.

With the emergence of the internet as a convenient and accepted source of communication, the use of e-recruitment is increasing day by day. It is becoming a popular source for recruitment in today's business environment. The literature and the study results
highlight the various motivators and key factors that enhance the use of e-recruitment compared to traditional recruitment methods. The study results conclude that all of the motivators of e-recruitment have a positive and significant relationship with online recruitment practice except intention to apply as in Pakistan unemployment rate is high, and the applicants want to get the job. Further, the results also predict online recruitment as a dominant force being used in the foreseeable future. One of the key motivators that boost the use of online recruitment is cost-saving.

Though much research has been found in online recruitment and its effect on the viewer's perceptions of the organizational culture, this is the first study that tests this assumption. The contributions of the study area in the three different regions of the existing literature in this area. First, the study found that the participant's perception of the organization is affected by their online recruitment websites. In addition, the research also found that the viewer's perceptions of the organization can be enhanced through well-designed and attractive organizational recruitment websites, both in general and as the prospective employer. So, the organizations should make active efforts to improve the various attributes of the e-recruitment websites in order to project a positive image over the prospective employees and other applicants.

The second contribution of the study is in line with the work of Philip W Braddy et al. (2003); Rozelle and Landis (2002); Zusman and Landis (2002) and other related studies in the field. The research found a moderately strong positive relationship between the usability aspect of the e-recruitment websites and the viewer's impressions of the organization. The findings also suggest a strong positive relationship between the participants' perceptions of the attractiveness of organizations' websites and how favorably they view these organizations. Thus, these findings support the predictions being made by signaling theory that any peripheral cues of a recruitment medium, which is a corporate recruitment website in the current study, directly affect how the applicant perceives the prospective organization.

Further, the research findings imply that in addition to forming favorable perceptions about the organization, it also directly links the job seekers to their inclination or preference to pursue a job in the prospective organization. Still, in Pakistan, the unemployment rate is high and impacts the applicant's perception, so the applicant wants a job regardless of positive or negative organizational attractiveness. Further, the current study also presents two key findings and the other research results via post-hoc exploratory analyses. First of all, the familiarity with the prospective organization has a moderately positive correlation with the participant's ratings towards the image and organizational attractiveness of the potential employer. This result is in accordance with the research being made by Turban (2001) and its findings, which revealed a positive relationship between the familiarity and attraction image of undergraduate students and their ratings of the local petrochemical firm. It provides practical implications for the companies that are serious in attracting the job seeker's attention through web recruitment while also reducing screening costs and enhancing the chances of good selection decisions. However, despite these recent research efforts, a fundamental gap in the Internet recruitment literature remains. Namely, while previous studies have examined the correlates of recruitment website features using cross-sectional designs, researchers have not empirically demonstrated that viewers' impressions of an organization could be changed by viewing the organization's recruitment website. But the finding is contrary to the proclamation of Lemmink, Schuijf, and Streukens (2003) that there exists no relation between the familiarity and the organization image. Secondly, the study results also found a strong correlation between the participant's ratings of the organization on familiarity, image as an employer, and organizational attractiveness. So, both of these findings reinforce and exert the impression of the previous researches being done in the field of corporate recruitment e.g., Gatewood, Gowan, and Lautenschlager (1993) that the job seekers are more likely to be attracted towards the organizations that they regard positively as compared to the others.
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